Healthcare Service Provider Prevents Ransomware Attack with
Saner Endpoint Security
Case Study
Overview
An employee of a large healthcare institute was working on his system as usual. The IT admin
was notified of a malicious behavior in that system. With Saner, he detected a ransomware
and quickly took necessary actions to avoid any damage to the system and the network. The
timely Saner updates helped the IT admin to proactively detect and remediate the threat. The
system user was unaffected and was able to work as usual.
What Happened?
What displayed on the employee’s screen was a fake
Windows updates screen. It pretended that Windows
is installing a new critical update. This fake update is a
ransomware variant known as Fantom. The cyber criminals
use this technique trusting that employees will download
the ransomware. Users think that the upgrade prompt
is legitimate and download it. Fantom tries to update
Windows system with critical patch/update, by displaying
a fake UI. This alert was a wakeup call to every employee in
the organization.
If the employee had clicked on the update, the desktop
would have gone into a full-screen mode. The file
encryption would’ve taken place in the background.
But with Saner, the security team could watch the client
machine and observe each file that the ransomware was
reading and writing in real-time. Consecutively, they were
able to isolate infected endpoints and stop the attack from
progressing.
The Fantom ransomware indicators detected by Saner
endpoint security have been highlighted in fig 1.
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How Can Saner Endpoint Security Solution Help?
Saner solution’s expanded visibility helped to detect ransomware in real-time at an early stage. Saner helped to expand the depth and quality of data to prevent
security events.

Benefits
•
•
•

Detected the breach early.
Quickly killed the process stopping the dissemination of the ransomware.
Created alerts on anomalous file activity to rapidly detect and prevent future attacks.

Potential Consequences
If infected, the consequences of the ransomware on the healthcare institute could’ve been critical. It could have lead to:
•
Loss of patient information
•
No access to patient’s medical records which could impact patient’s diagnosis
•
Delayed lab orders
•
Legal costs
•
Damage to brand and reputation
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